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Was Jesus a Socialist?: 
An Analysis of the Lucan Message Concerning Charity for the Poor 
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ABSTRACT: The fractious culture wars between the 
political Left and Right occasionally delve into matters 
of  Christian theology and New Testament insights con-
KMZVQVO�\PM�XZWXMZ�[\Z]K\]ZM�WN �[WKQM\a��1V�XIZ\QK]TIZ��
there has been contention surrounding Jesus’s message 
and predisposal towards the economically and socially 
LQ[XW[[M[[ML��;WUM�PI^M�IZO]ML�\PI\�2M[][¼[�I[[WKQI\QWV�
with the poor and downtrodden is indicative of  his 
alignment with the fundamental ideas of  democratic 
[WKQITQ[U��5MIV_PQTM��[WUM�PI^M�IZO]ML�\PM�WXXW-
site claim - that Jesus embodied capitalist views and 
_W]TL�JM�WXXW[ML�\W�\PM�KMV\ZIT�\MVM\[�WN �[WKQITQ[U��
This paper attempts to transcend such problematic 
exegetical debates on the Scriptures, particularly the 
Lucan writings which contain some of  the most crucial 
XI[[IOM[�IJW]\�2M[][¼[�KTW[M�I[[WKQI\QWV�_Q\P�\PM�XWWZ��
5WZM�[XMKQÅKITTa��\PQ[�XIXMZ�IZO]M[�\PI\�\PM�KMV\ZIT�
idea that undergirds Jesus’s message concerning the 
underprivileged and oppressed is grounded in individu-
IT�ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a�
_______________________________________

 
3-A?7:,;"�+PIZQ\a�NWZ�\PM�XWWZ��+PZQ[\QIV�\PMWTW-
gy, collectivism, Exegesis, individualism, New Testa-
ment interpretation, responsibility
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U]VQ[U��:MOIZLTM[[�WN �\PMQZ�^IZQI\QWV[�IVL�QV\MZVIT�
nuances, they all share an emphasis on a group-based 
prescription for helping the economically underprivi-
TMOML��6QMUQM\b����!#�8QTKP�IVL�5QTQVI��!! ���;WKQIT-
ism’s collectivist philosophy is manifested in its call for 
wealth redistribution, a welfare state, and a progressive 
\I`I\QWV�[a[\MU��ITT�WN �_PQKP�_W]TL�\PMWZM\QKITTa�JMVMÅ\�
\PM�KWTTMK\Q^M�OWWL��)[�0Ma_WWL��������M`XTIQV[��
socialism leans heavily on the idea of  solidarity and 
the common good where people develop “bonds of  
[aUXI\Pa��KIZQVO��IVL�IٺMK\QWVº�������\PI\�Q[�IQUML�
at tackling economic dispossession primarily through 
KWTTMK\Q^M�IK\QWV�

)\�NIKM�^IT]M��\PM�N]VLIUMV\IT�^IT]M[�WN �[WKQITQ[U¸�
the charity for and uplifting of  the economically down-
\ZWLLMV¸IXXMIZ�\W�ZM[MUJTM�MIZTa�+PZQ[\QIV[¼�IK\QWV[�
IVL�\MIKPQVO[�LMXQK\ML�QV�\PM�4]KIV�_ZQ\QVO[��<ISM�\PM�
New Testament’s depiction of  Jesus as a social prophet 
_PW�LMUWV[\ZI\ML�IV�]VaQMTLQVO�IٻVQ\a�\W�\PM�XWWZ��
Ernest Van Eck (2016), a New Testament scholar, con-
ÅZU[�\PI\�2M[][¼[�[aUXI\PQM[�¹TIa�_Q\P�\PM�XWWZº�������
considering his close association with the “expendables 
WN �[WKQM\aº�������IVL�\PM�¹[WKQITTa�QUX]ZMº��������.WZ�
instance, Van Eck cites Jesus’s indiscriminate treatment 
of  the socially and economically dispossessed when he 
dined with them and healed their sickness as indicative 
WN �PQ[�XZMNMZMVKM�NWZ�\PM�XWWZ��1V�TQVM�_Q\P�\PQ[�^QM_��
Cort (2020) even suggests that Jesus is “consistently 
XIZ\QIT��M^MV�JQI[ML��\W_IZL�\PM�XWWZº������KWV[QLMZ-
ing Jesus’s proclamation that his primary mission is to 
“proclaim the good news to the poor…[and] to set the 
WXXZM[[ML�NZMMº��4S���"� ��

Further, Cort also seizes on Jesus’s beatitude that says, 
“blessed are the poor in spirit, for yours is the kingdom 
WN �PMI^MVº��4S��"�����;PIZQVO�+WZ\¼[�^QM_�\PI\�[WKQIT-
Q[\�^IT]M[�IZM�[MMV�QV�\PM�4]KIV�_ZQ\QVO[��2QU�?ITTQ[��
a prominent theologian known for his social justice 
advocacy, observes that one of  every sixteen verses in 
the New Testament is about “the poor or the subject 
WN �UWVMaº��������?ITTQ[��������IT[W�KWV\MVL[�\PI\�
Jesus’s message concerning the poor’s liberation from 
XW^MZ\a�Q[�I\�\PM�¹KMV\MZ�WN �PQ[�UQ[[QWVº��?ITTQ[�������
���¸PM�M^MV�ZMNMZZML�\W�2M[][¼[�XZWKTIUI\QWV[�QV�4]SM�
��I[�\PM�¹6IbIZM\P�UIVQNM[\Wº�������+TMIZTa��\PM�6M_�
Testament, particularly the Lucan works, recognizes the 
existence of  economic poverty and suggests a Christian 
WJTQOI\QWV�\W�TQJMZI\M�\PM�XWWZ�NZWU�Q\��1V�\PQ[�[MV[M��
socialism’s aim at charity and compassion seems to be 
in line with the Christian message concerning charity 
MUJMLLML�QV�4]SM¼[�_ZQ\QVO[�

The fractious culture wars between the political Left 
and Right occasionally delve into matters of  Christian 
theology and New Testament insights concerning the 
XZWXMZ�[\Z]K\]ZM�WN �[WKQM\a��1V�XIZ\QK]TIZ��\PMZM�PI[�JMMV�
contention surrounding Jesus’s message and predisposal 
\W_IZL[�\PM�MKWVWUQKITTa�IVL�[WKQITTa�LQ[XW[[M[[ML��
Some have argued that Jesus’s association with the 
poor and downtrodden is indicative of  his alignment 
_Q\P�\PM�N]VLIUMV\IT�QLMI[�WN �LMUWKZI\QK�[WKQITQ[U��
Meanwhile, some have argued the opposite claim - that 
Jesus embodied capitalist views and would be opposed 
\W�\PM�KMV\ZIT�\MVM\[�WN �[WKQITQ[U��<PQ[�XIXMZ�I\\MUX\[�
to transcend such problematic exegetical debates on 
the Scriptures, particularly the Lucan writings which 
contain some of  the most crucial passages about Jesus’s 
KTW[M�I[[WKQI\QWV�_Q\P�\PM�XWWZ��5WZM�[XMKQÅKITTa��\PQ[�
paper argues that the central idea that undergirds 
Jesus’s message concerning the underprivileged and 
WXXZM[[ML�Q[�OZW]VLML�QV�QVLQ^QL]IT�ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a�

Introduction

The Lucan writings which consist of  the Gospel of  
Luke and the Acts of  the Apostles, collectively known 
as Luke-Acts, contain a “heightened concern for the 
XWWZ�IVL�\PM�]VLMZXZQ^QTMOML�QV�[WKQM\aº��4WXMb��������
More importantly, they suggest that the obligation to 
care for the poor is intrinsically a Christian one (Frame 
IVL�<PIZXM��!!�#�*WZO��!! #�,WZV��!!����*I[ML�WV�
this premise, some have presumed that the Lucan works 
provide a strong basis for a socialist mode of  living and 
that Jesus pioneered the principles underlying socialism 
�;KW\\a����!#�8Q\KP�IVL�5ITQVI��!! ���8WTQ\QKIT�[KQMVKM�
XZWNM[[WZ�8M\MZ�,ZMQMZ���������NWZ�M`IUXTM��KWVÅLMV\Ta�
claims that “Jesus was a socialist” because his “radical 
QLMI[�PI^M�QVÆ]MVKML�UIVa�KZQ\QK[�WN �KIXQ\ITQ[U�º�<PM�
research question that this paper will address is whether 
Jesus’s message about charity in Luke-Acts points to 
\PM�QLMI�\PI\�2M[][�M[XW][ML�I�[WKQITQ[\�^QM_XWQV\��<PQ[�
paper will argue that because individual responsibility is 
held paramount in Luke-Acts, the socialist philosophy 
is not central to Jesus’s message concerning charity for 
\PM�XWWZ�

On Economic Poverty: Collective Responsibili-
ty vs. Individual Responsibility

Socialism and collective responsibility

Socialism’s prescription to tackle economic poverty is 
OZW]VLML�UIQVTa�QV�KWTTMK\Q^M�ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a��)KKWZL-
QVO�\W�,QKSMZ[WV�M\�IT���������IVL�6M_UIV���������
[WKQITQ[U�\ISM[�^IZQW][�NWZU[�IVL�\aXM[��.WZ�QV[\IVKM��
the more extreme types include utopian socialism and 
state communism, while some more moderate ones 
often resemble democratic socialism and market com-
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JMQVO��<PM�XZQUIKa�WN �QVLQ^QL]IT�ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a�QV�\PM�
parable is further highlighted in the Samaritan’s insis-
\MVKM�WV�]XPWTLQVO�PQ[�QVLQ^QL]IT�WJTQOI\QWV�\W�ÅVIV-
cially care for the man: “take care of  him and whatever 
more you spend, when I come again, I will repay you” 
�4S����"�����[Ia[�\PM�;IUIZQ\IV�\W�\PM�QVVSMMXMZ��0M�
could have abdicated his individual responsibility after 
his initial display of  compassion and charity, and yet 
the Samaritan insists that the obligation of  continued 
KIZM�NWZ�\PM�UIV�XZQVKQXITTa�ZMUIQV[�WV�PQU����

)[�6M_�<M[\IUMV\�M`XMZ\�,WUQVQK�+ZW[[IV���!!���
argues, “the story certainly leaves no doubt that what 
ZMITTa�UI\\MZ[�Q[�\W�IK\�I[�\PM�;IUIZQ\IV�LQL¸QV�\PM�
same simplicity and governed completely by the need 
WN �\PM�UIV�_PW�KWVNZWV\[�][º�������1V�TQVM�_Q\P�+ZW[-
[IV¼[�IVITa[Q[��)VLZM_�.QITI��������\ISM[�\PM�^QM_�\PI\�
IT\PW]OP�\PM�XIZIJTM�[QOVQÅM[�\PM�QLMI�WN �TW^QVO�WVM¼[�
neighbour, it does not support the Christian socialist 
contention that Jesus’s goal is to tinker with sociopolit-
ical structures and policies to “alleviate poverty in the 
TWVO�Z]Vº��������:I\PMZ��\PM�;IUIZQ\IV¼[�QVQ\QI\Q^M�QV�
taking action is a clear display of  individual responsi-
JQTQ\a�\W�¹ITTM^QI\M�[]ٺMZQVO�PMZM�IVL�VW_º�������IVL�
to personally act with charity “within the immediate 
VMQOPJW]ZPWWLº��������4MVLQVO�[]XXWZ\�\W�.QITI¼[�
KWV\MV\QWV��;KPI\SQV����� ��IT[W�\ISM[�\PM�^QM_�\PI\�
\PM�XIZIJTM�M`MUXTQÅM[�\PM�VMKM[[Q\a�WN �[PW_QVO�TW^M�
and compassion to a fellow human being “wherever 
that person may be found and whatever occasion 
WZ�[Q\]I\QWV�_M�IZM�KI[\�QV�_Q\P�PQUº�������+ZW[[IV¼[��
Fiala’s, and Schatkin’s analysis gestures toward the idea 
that the Christian call for kindness and generosity is 
XZQVKQXITTa�QVLQ^QL]IT�IVL�^WT]V\IZa¸VW\�KWTTMK\Q^M�
IVL�MVNWZKML¸_PQKP�Q[�N]VLIUMV\IT�\W�\PM�XPQTW[WXPa�
WN �[WKQITQ[U�

Some Potential Counterarguments?

Common ownership and wealth redistribution

Those who contend that collective responsibility is cen-
tral to Jesus’s message about charity in Luke-Acts may 
retort that there are irrefutable passages which show the 
alignment between the Christian message and socialist 
XZQVKQXTM[��;\M_IZ\�0MILTIU��IV�)VOTQKIV�XZQM[\�SVW_V�
for pioneering Christian socialism, makes the case that 
Acts 2 and 4 contain passages which depict a Christian 
[WKQITQ[\�_Ia�WN �TQNM��1V�\PW[M�XI[[IOM[��4]SM�[]OOM[\[�
that the early Christians practiced common ownership 
and wealth redistribution: “now all who believed were 
together, and had all things in common, and sold their 
possessions and goods, and divided them among all, as 
IVaWVM�PIL�VMML�º�.WZ�0MILTIU���!�����\PQ[�Q[�I�KTMIZ�
QTT][\ZI\QWV�WN �PW_�\PM�ÅZ[\�KMV\]Za�+PZQ[\QIV[�_MZM�¹QV�

Some theologians and biblical scholars take it a step 
further to argue that the Judeo-Christian tradition itself  
is intrinsically socialist because of  its emphasis on the 
universal fellowship under God’s overarching father-
PWWL��.WZ�QV[\IVKM��+PZQ[\QIV�[WKQITQ[\[�JMTQM^M�\PI\�
socialism is the “natural and rightful outworking of  bib-
TQKIT�+PZQ[\QIVQ\aº��?QTTQIU[�����������JMKI][M�[WKQITQ[U�
is the “system whereby the people of  the world, or a 
XIZ\QK]TIZ�[WKQM\a��KIV�TQ^M�I[�JZW\PMZ[�IVL�[Q[\MZ[�������
)[�;IU]MT�3MMJTM���!����IVL�0MVZa�0WTTIVL���!�����
\_W�XZWUQVMV\�ÅO]ZM[�WN �+PZQ[\QIV�[WKQITQ[U��KTIQU��\PM�
New Testament repudiates the rugged individualism 
that characterizes the capitalist system while placing a 
premium on loving one’s neighbour and the universal 
KWUZILM[PQX�[MMV�QV�[WKQITQ[\�[WKQM\QM[��<PM�[ITQMV\�
point behind those who contend that primitive Chris-
tianity and socialist principles intersect all converge at 
the idea that helping the poor and addressing economic 
XW^MZ\a�Q[�I�KWTTMK\Q^M�ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a�

Individual Responsibility

Although collective responsibility appears to be at the 
centre of  the Lucan writings concerning charity, a clos-
er analysis of  the texts reveals the primacy of  individual 
ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a�IVL�NZMM�_QTT�W^MZ�KWTTMK\Q^M�ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a��
1V�4]SM��"����2WPV�\PM�*IX\Q[\�VW\IJTa�XZWKTIQU[�\PI\�
those who have two tunics and excess food should give 
\PW[M�_PW�PI^M�VWVM��1V�\PM�[IUM�^MQV��2M[][�M`PWZ\[�
PQ[�TQ[\MVMZ[�\W�¹OQ^M�\W�M^MZaWVM�_PW�I[S[�WN �aW]��)VL�
just as you want men to do to you, you also do to them 
TQSM_Q[Mº��4S��"�!������0MZM��QVLQ^QL]ITQ[\�XPQTW[WXPa�
N]VLIUMV\ITTa�]VLMZTQM[�\PM[M�XI[[IOM[¸UISQVO�\PMU�
inconsistent with the group-centric idealism that social-
Q[U�IL^IVKM[�

There is no question that caring for the economically 
dispossessed is at the core of  the Lucan message, but 
to say that this is predominantly grounded in collec-
\Q^M�ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a�Q[�XZWJTMUI\QK��)�KI[M�QV�XWQV\�\PI\�
demonstrates this contention is the Parable of  the 
/WWL�;IUIZQ\IV��<PM�XIZIJTM�Q[�XIZ\QK]TIZTa�VW\M_WZ-
thy as Jesus told it immediately after his Sermon on 
the Mount, where he equated the love of  God with 
\PM�TW^M�WN �WVM¼[�VMQOPJW]Z��2M[][�\MTT[�I�[\WZa�\PI\�
QUXTQM[�\PM�XZQM[\¼[�IVL�I�4M^Q\M¼[�QVLQٺMZMVKM��:MML�
����������\W�\PM�PIXTM[[�UIV�TMN\�PITN�LMIL�IN\MZ�OM\\QVO�
ZWJJML��5WZM�QUXWZ\IV\Ta��\PM�XIZIJTM�PQOPTQOP\[�\PM�
Samaritan’s heroism, who went out of  his way to show 
SQVLVM[[�IVL�KPIZQ\a�\W�\PM�UIV�QV�VMML��+TMIZTa��\PM�
Samaritan did not abdicate his personal responsibility 
\W�I�¹\PQZL�XIZ\a�KWMZKQWVº��:MML�����������TQSM�\PM�KWT-
TMK\Q^M�WZ�\PM�[\I\M�QV�I[[Q[\QVO�\PM�PIXTM[[�UIV��1V[\MIL��
out of  his free will, he took the personal initiative in 
responding to an immediate need of  a fellow human 

1 All Bible citations come from the New King James Version



the simplest sense of  the word ‘communists’ [because] 
they put all their goods into a common fund and distri-
bution was made to every man according to his need” 
��!���0MILTIU¼[�IVITa[Q[�Q[�XIZITTMT�\W�?QTTQIU�<MUXTM¼[�
��!����IVL�2IUM[�0IZLQM¼[���!�����_PW�IZM�IT[W�[MTN�XZW-
claimed Christian socialists, who take the view that 
Acts 2 and 4 depict socialist Christians and that their 
XZIK\QKM�WN �KWUUWV�W_VMZ[PQX�Q[�[QOVQÅKIV\Ta�ISQV�\W�
¹^WT]V\IZa�KWUU]VQ[Uº��<MUXTM��!��������

5WZM�[XMKQÅKITTa��\PM[M�+PZQ[\QIV�[WKQITQ[\[�WN\MV�ZMNMZ�\W�
the example of  Barnabas, a Christian disciple in Jerusa-
lem, who was portrayed in Acts 4 as a man of  good 
deeds for selling his private property so that wealth 
could be redistributed to Christians who needed it most 
�5QTTQOIV�������������)T\PW]OP�I\�NIKM�^IT]M��0MILTIU��
Temple, and Hardie’s exegesis of  Acts 2 and 4 holds 
_MQOP\��Q\�Q[�ÆI_ML�JMKI][M�[]KP�MIZTa�+PZQ[\QIV�XZIK-
\QKM�_I[�^WT]V\IZa��6W_PMZM�QV�\PM�6M_�<M[\IUMV\��
much less in Luke-Acts, did either Jesus or his apostles 
KWUUIVL�\PMQZ�NWTTW_MZ[�\W�XWWT�ÅVIVKQIT�ZM[W]ZKM[�
for the purpose of  establishing a regime of  common 
W_VMZ[PQX�IVL�_MIT\P�ZMLQ[\ZQJ]\QWV�

<PQ[�WJ[MZ^I\QWV�Q[�KWZZWJWZI\ML�Ja�,Z��)V\PWVa�
?QTTQIU[���������I�6M_�<M[\IUMV\�M`XMZ\��_PW�PWTL[�
that neither Jesus nor his apostles compelled “a socialist 
order of  society” (40) considering how their practice 
of  “generous giving and sharing of  resources took 
place solely within the church rather than throughout 
[WKQM\aº�������-KPWQVO�\PQ[�[\IVKM��:MML��������KWV\MVL[�
that the early-Christians’ apparent illustration of  so-
cialist living is merely “descriptive but not prescriptive” 
(4), meaning there was no indication that it was meant 
to be a universal command for future Christians to 
NWTTW_��)[QLM�NZWU�\PM�IJ[MVKM�WN �I�KTMIZ�XZWWN �\PI\�\PM�
ÅZ[\�KMV\]Za�KP]ZKP�PQMZIZKPa�UIVLI\ML�\PM�LMXQK\QWV[�
of  the Christian way of  life in those chapters, Arthur 
Lindsley (2012), a professor of  biblical studies, takes a 
step further on why it is erroneous to hinge the Chris-
tian socialist argument on Acts 2 and 4:

     In [these] passages from Acts, there is no  
�����UMV\QWV�WN �\PM�[\I\M�I\�ITT��<PM[M�MIZTa� 
     believers contributed their goods freely,  
�����_Q\PW]\�KWMZKQWV��^WT]V\IZQTa��-T[M_PMZM�QV� 
     Scripture we see that Christians are even  
     instructed to give in just this manner, freely,  
     for “God loves a cheerful giver” (Paul’s  
�����ZMUIZS[�QV�11�+WZQV\PQIV[�!" ���<PMZM�Q[� 
     plenty of  indication that private property  
�����ZQOP\[�_MZM�[\QTT�QV�MٺMK\��ZMUMUJMZ�*IZVIJI[�� 
�����)VIVQI[��IVL�;IXXPQZI��
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For Christian socialists, such economic cleavage, rep-
resented by the gate that separates the rich man from 
Lazarus, is a clear indication of  Jesus’s denunciation of  
wealth accumulation and thereby shows Jesus’s inclina-
\QWV�\W�[WKQITQ[\�XZQVKQXTM[��0W_M^MZ��\PM�UIQV�\PZ][\�WN �
\PM�+PZQ[\QIV�[WKQITQ[\[¼�IZO]UMV\�[\MU[�NZWU�^MZ[M[����
��¼[�XWZ\ZIaIT�WN �I�[Q\]I\QWVIT�ZM^MZ[IT�JM\_MMV�\PM�\_W�
characters in the afterlife: the rich man begs Abraham 
NWZ�UMZKa�I[�PM�[]ٺMZ[�PMTTQ[P�\WZUMV\�_PQTM�4IbIZ][�
Q[�ZM_IZLML�QV�PMI^MV��.WZ�2WPV�?PMI\TMa���!�����\PM�
founder of  the Catholic Socialist Society, this depiction 
of  the characters’ situational reversal is akin to a trial 
of  capitalists and anyone who prizes wealth accumu-
TI\QWV��5WZM�[XMKQÅKITTa��?PMI\TMa���!����LWM[�VW\�
believe that the parable is about the dangers associ-
I\ML�_Q\P�\PM�¹UQ[UIVIOMUMV\�WN �_MIT\Pº������WZ�Q\[�
QUXZWXMZ�][IOM��1V[\MIL��PM�JMTQM^M[�\PM�XW[[M[[QWV�WN �
_MIT\P�XMZ�[M�Q[�\PM�WVM�\W�JTIUM�����

Such an interpretation is problematic as it fails to 
consider instances in Luke where Jesus could have out-
rightly condemned money but did not because he saw 
Q\[�KIXIKQ\a�NWZ�OWWL�_PMV�][ML�XZWXMZTa��.WZ�QV[\IVKM��
QV�4]SM� "�����\PM�/W[XMT�ZMKITT[�2M[][¼[�UQVQ[\Za�_PMZM�
he travelled across “every city and village, preaching 
IVL�JZQVOQVO�\PM�OTIL�\QLQVO[�WN �\PM�SQVOLWU�WN �/WL�º�
The crucial piece of  his ministry includes disciples and 
followers, like Joanna and Sussa who funded Jesus’s 
ministerial expenditures “from their own substance” 
�4S�� "���WZ�ÅVIVKQIT�ZM[W]ZKM[��)LLQ\QWVITTa��4]SM��!"��
10 tells that Jesus even invited himself  to the house of  
Zaccheaus, a wealthy tax collector, and proclaims that 
¹\WLIa��[IT^I\QWV�PI[�KWUM�\W�\PQ[�PW][Mº�� �̂!���+TMIZTa��
2M[][�IVL�PQ[�UQVQ[\Za�JMVMÅ\ML�NZWU�UWVMa¼[�XZWXMZ�
usage which casts doubt on the idea that he denounces 
wealth accumulation per se as some Christian socialists 
think to be the message of  the Parable of  the Rich 
5IV�IVL�4IbIZ][�

For Jewish studies professor Amy-Jill Levine (2014), the 
+PZQ[\QIV�[WKQITQ[\[¼�¹KWUU]VQ[\QKº����!��ZMILQVO�WN �\PM�
parable is untenable because it suggests that the poor 
are somehow incapable of  sinning just as much as the 
ZQKP�UIV��)T[W��4M^QVM�ILL[�\PI\�\W�[Ia�\PM�XW[[M[[QWV�
of  wealth is intrinsically evil is almost akin to “roman-
\QKQbQVO�XW^MZ\aº���� ��_PQKP�Q[�[]ZMTa�VW\�\PM�+PZQ[\QIV�
UM[[IOM��1V�TQVM�_Q\P�PMZ�^QM_��JQJTQKIT�[KPWTIZ�?QTTQIU�
0MZbWO���!!���KWV\MVL[�\PI\�\PM�ZQKP�UIV�_I[�X]V-
ished not for his wealth but for his “callous lovelessness 
IVL�[MTN�QVL]TOMVKMº�������IVL�4IbIZ][�KWUUMVLML�
¹VW\�NWZ�PQ[�XW^MZ\a�J]\�NWZ�PQ[�P]UQTQ\aº���� ���<W�[Ia�
that the rich man was punished simply for possessing 
wealth is “a pernicious misreading of  the parable” 
������I[�Q\�Q[�I�¹[WKQWTWOQKIT�QV\MZXZM\I\QWV�\PI\�\PM�*QJTM�

The telling point in Lindsley’s analysis is the absence of  
IVa�\PQZL�XIZ\a�KWMZKQWV�QV�\PW[M�XI[[IOM[��<W�QTT][\ZI\M��
\PM�[]XXW[Q\QWV�\PI\�ÅZ[\�KMV\]Za�+PZQ[\QIV[�NZMMTa�IVL�
voluntarily practiced common ownership and wealth 
redistribution is far from the government-mandat-
ed compulsion that is present in a socialist welfare 
[\I\M��=VLMZ�I�_MTNIZM�[\I\M��\PM�OW^MZVUMV\�XTIa[�I�
crucial role in upholding and promoting its citizens’ 
economic and social well-being through “compulsory 
KWV\ZQJ]\QWV[º��-VKaKTWXMLQI�*ZQ\IVVQKI�������\W�\PM�
VI\QWVIT�\ZMI[]Za��8I]T����!#�5W[KW^Q\KP�����#�3I\KP�
����#�?PQ\MPWZV�IVL�AW]VO��������;]KP�UIVLI\WZa�
contributions take the form of  obligatory high-income 
deductions and taxes, where noncompliance results in 
XMVIT\QM[�I\�JM[\�IVL�RIQT�\QUM�I\�_WZ[\��7VM�M`IUXTM�WN �
this is the Scandinavian countries, which many social-
ists point to as an example of  a prosperous democratic 
[WKQITQ[\�[WKQM\a��8I]T����!#�5K4MVVIV����!���_PMZM�
QVKWUM�\I`M[�KW]TL�JM�I[�PQOP�I[�����.W]KPM���� ��

In Sweden, for instance, the penalty for reckless tax 
evasion can be particularly harsh, as one can be impris-
WVML�NWZ�]X�\W�[Q`�aMIZ[��+MKKI\W�IVL�*MV[WV��������
Hence, the argument that the practice of  socialism is 
rooted in the apostolic times is faulty because the early 
Christians’ tradition of  common ownership and wealth 
ZMLQ[\ZQJ]\QWV�_I[�MV\QZMTa�^WT]V\IZa��5WZM�QUXWZ\IV\Ta��
the fact that free will and voluntarism were key in the 
early Christian practice of  wealth sharing further rein-
forces the contention that the Lucan message concern-
ing charity is centred on individual responsibility: it was 
QVLQ^QL]IT�+PZQ[\QIV[¸VW\�[WUM�KWTTMK\Q^M�[WKQM\a�VWZ�
\PM�OW^MZVUMV\¸_PW�XZQUIZQTa�JWZM�\PM�WJTQOI\QWV�WN �
PMTXQVO�\PM�VMMLa��1\�R][\�[W�PIXXMVML�\PI\�\PM�XMZ[WVIT�
decision they took to realize that obligation was to pool 
their resources so it could be “distributed to each as 
IVaWVM�PIL�VMMLº��)K\[��"������

Jesus’s condemnation of  wealth and the rich

In addition to the passages in Acts that supposedly 
point to a Christian proclivity for principles that even-
tually formed socialist thinking, some also cite a few 
4]KIV�XIZIJTM[�\W�[]XXWZ\�\PM�+PZQ[\QIV�[WKQITQ[\�KTIQU��
The most prominent among these has been the Parable 
WN �\PM�:QKP�5IV�IVL�4IbIZ][��1V�4]SM���"�!�����2M[][�
XWZ\ZIa[�I�ZQKP�UIV�KTW\PML�QV�¹X]ZXTM�IVL�ÅVM�TQVMVº�
while at his gate lays a beggar “full of  sores” named 
Lazarus only wishing to be fed with “what fell from 
the rich man’s table but only dogs came and licked 
PQ[�[WZM[�º�)KKWZLQVO�\W�>IV�-KS��������\PQ[�KWV\ZI[\-
ing portrayal of  the rich man and Lazarus from the 
parable’s outset is a clear embodiment of  Jesus’s disdain 
towards the economic disparity caused by the class who 
KWV\ZWT�¹ITT�\PM�_MIT\P��XW_MZ��IVL�XZQ^QTMOMº�������
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Conclusion

To be sure, in arguing that Jesus’s message regarding 
charity for the poor does not comport with the philoso-
phy of  socialism, this paper does not advance the view 
that capitalism or some other sociopolitical ideology 
_W]TL�JM�I�JM\\MZ�Å\��1\�Q[�WN\MV�XZWJTMUI\QK�_PMV�KWV-
\MUXWZIZa�[WKQIT��MKWVWUQK��WZ�XWTQ\QKIT�QLMWTWOQM[¸
TQSM�[WKQITQ[U�IVL�KIXQ\ITQ[U¸IZM�¹[]XMZQUXW[ML�WV\W�
2M[][º��:MML������� ��XIZ\Ta�JMKI][M�\PM[M�KWVKMX\QWV[�
only emerged centuries long after Jesus walked the 
-IZ\P��5WZM�QUXWZ\IV\Ta��XZWRMK\QVO�[]KP�QLMWTWOQM[�
onto Jesus is unwarranted because Jesus was either elu-
sive or outright dismissive when it comes to his view on 
how to set up a government or economic system (Ea-
OTM\WV�����#�0MVOMT��!��#�*W_aMZ�����#�*ISMZ�����#�
:QKPIZL[WV��!����I[�ZMÆMK\ML�WV�PQ[�QV[Q[\MVKM�\PI\�PQ[�
¹SQVOLWU�Q[�VW\�WN �\PQ[�_WZTLº��2V��� "�����0MVKM��Q\�Q[�
misleading and perhaps even deceptive to enlist Jesus as 
I�[]XXWZ\MZ�WN �I�UWLMZV�QLMWTWOQKIT�[\IVKM��

Another important nuance to note is that this is and 
[PW]TL�VW\�JM�I�JQVIZa�Q[[]M��1�N]TTa�IKSVW_TMLOM�\PI\�
the notion of  collective responsibility, just like individ-
ual responsibility, has an important role in alleviating 
MKWVWUQK�XW^MZ\a��)�KWTTMK\Q^M�JWLa�UIa�JM�PIZVM[[ML�
to make people “do good, to be rich in good works, 
\W�JM�OMVMZW][��IVL�ZMILa�\W�[PIZMº����<QU���"� ���?M�
see this in various charitable organizations and social 
_MTNIZM�QV[\Q\]\QWV[�LM^W\ML�\W�PMTXQVO�ÅVIVKQITTa�
]VLMZXZQ^QTMOML�XMWXTM�QV�W]Z�[WKQM\a��1V�\PQ[�[MV[M��
perhaps we could move beyond the fraught theological 
conversation that has rocked the relationship between 
\PM�ZMTQOQW][�\aXM[�WN �\PM�XWTQ\QKIT�4MN\�IVL�:QOP\��)[�
this paper has shown, the dignity and primacy of  the 
individual, being the “partakers of  the divine nature” 
���8M\���"�����Q[�\PM�KWZVMZ[\WVM�WN �2M[][¼[�XPQTW[WXPa�WN �
KIZQVO�NWZ�\PM�XWWZ�

LWM[�VW\�[IVK\QWVº��������;QOVQÅKIV\Ta�\PMV��\PM�XIZI-
ble’s key message is the moral imperative for individuals 
to respond and take initiative whenever they encounter 
I�NMTTW_�P]UIV�JMQVO¼[�[]ٺMZQVO��1VLMML��\PM�XIZIJTM�
is a warning against the “wanton neglect of  one whom 
you regularly see and could help very easily” (Blomberg 
�������� ���<PQ[�KWV\MV\QWV�ZMQVNWZKM[�\PM�VW\QWV�\PI\�
the individual is at the centre of  the Lucan philosophy 
WN �KWUXI[[QWV��KPIZQ\a��IVL�OMVMZW[Q\a�

Perhaps more important for those inclined to say that 
socialism overlaps with the Lucan teachings about 
KPIZQ\a�Q[�2M[][¼[�JMI\Q\]LM[��.WZ�/IZa�,WZZQMV���������
the capitalist ideal of  wealth accumulation was “plainly 
PW[\QTM�\W�\PM�+PZQ[\QIV�\MIKPQVOº�������IVL�\PI\�4]SM�
)K\[�XZW^QLM�KTMIZ�[]XXWZ\�NWZ�[]KP�I�XMZ[XMK\Q^M��
;XMKQÅKITTa��+PZQ[\QIV�[WKQITQ[\[�WN\MV�KIXQ\ITQbM�WV�\PM�
Sermon on the Mount because of  its “message of  hope 
NWZ�\PM�XWWZ�IVL�\PM�NWZOW\\MVº��.WW\M��!!��������*]\�
more importantly, they see the Sermon on the Mount 
as a “consistent and powerful argument against prop-
MZ\aº��0IZLQM��!���������<W�IV�M`\MV\��\PQ[�KWV\MV\QWV�
seems fair considering Jesus’s repeated admonition 
IOIQV[\�\PM�TW^M�WN �UWVMa�IVL�\PM�ZQKP¼[�QVLQٺMZMVKM�\W-
ward the needy, such as when he said, “woe to you who 
IZM�ZQKPº��4S���"����IVL�\PI\�¹Q\�Q[�MI[QMZ�NWZ�I�KIUMT�\W�
go through the eye of  a needle than for a rich man to 
MV\MZ�\PM�SQVOLWU�WN �/WLº��4S��� "����

Nonetheless, the Christian socialist use of  the Sermon 
on the Mount is also defective because the key take-
away from Jesus’s proclamation is the danger of  letting 
material wealth corrupt one’s character (Longenecker 
����#�*]KSTMa�IVL�,WJ[WV�����#�:PMM�����#�?ZQOP\�
�������4QSM�KIXQ\ITQ[U��[WKQITQ[U�Q[�IT[W�NWK][ML�WV�UI-
terial wealth, albeit the latter is more concerned with its 
equitable sharing and redistribution while the former is 
KWVKMZVML�_Q\P�Q\[�IKK]U]TI\QWV�IVL�XZWUW\QWV��6WVM-
\PMTM[[��[WKQITQ[U�Q[�R][\�I[�Å`I\ML�WV�UI\MZQIT�_MIT\P�I[�
KIXQ\ITQ[U��1\�NWTTW_[�\PI\�QN �_MIT\P�IVL�XZWXMZ\a�IZM�\PM�
problems, socialists are no better than capitalists when 
adhering to Jesus’s exhortation not to lay up treasures 
WV�MIZ\P�J]\�QV�PMI^MV��5\���"�!������)[�?QTTQIU[�
(2016) aptly puts it, “it is not evident that the creation 
of  a socialist society would remove the Mammon 
worship against which the Christian socialists argued” 
������2M[][¼[�ILUWVQ[PUMV\�\W�\PM�MKWVWUQKITTa�_MIT\Pa�
in his Sermon on the Mount is an exhortation to put 
higher veneration on spiritual well-being over mate-
rial possessions, considering how God will ultimately 
XZW^QLM�[]ٻKQMV\�UI\MZQIT�VMML[�\W�\PW[M�_PW�XZQWZQ\QbM�
\PM�[MIZKP�NWZ�0Q[�SQVOLWU��4S����"�������
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